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 sorry I'm sorry it was a network problem as soon as I get my internet working ubuntu is on my hd and windows on the external I
was copying a lot of stuff and copying had stopped, I couldn't even delete stuff so I couldn't update either I can't see your log,

but maybe you could try to edit a file and see if that will work? I can't get out to the internet for a while to download a text
editor as soon as I can download a text editor I'll be back on track and I can do anything sorry, but I need more info from you,

like the error or whatever I can't get to the net for a while I didn't get any errors it just stopped working ok, it's just an idea I will
be back later thanks a bunch bluebits: this is usually what happens when there is no internet redvamp128: how can I get internet?

sorry, I'm used to windows bluebits: in the terminal type -- sudo apt-get install software-properties-gtk bluebits: you can use a
CD drive on this computer redvamp128: okay, I'm downloading the package. redvamp128: how long is it supposed to take to
download it? bluebits: usually a couple of minutes redvamp128: it's still dling redvamp128: is it going to download the same

time if I reboot? bluebits: open a terminal window and see what the download speed is redvamp128: ok redvamp128: I'll
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